The MacArthur Surname
Surname: MacArthur
Branch: MacArthur
Origins: Scottish
Country: Scotland
Scottish Flag
Arms of Scotland

Background: In Gaelic, MacArthur means Son of Arthur. The Clan MacArthur is one of the oldest of Argyll
and its age is referred to in the proverb, "There is nothing older, unless the hills, MacArthur and the devil".
The MacArthurs themselves claim descent from Arthur, that early resistance fighter who may have fought
against the expansionist English for the Scots.
The MacArthurs supported Bruce and were rewarded with grants of extensive lands in Argyll including
those of the MacDougalls and the chief was appointed Captain of the Castle of Dunstaffnage. This was
indeed the peak of their fortunes for when James I returned from exile in England, in his launch to regain
power he executed Iain MacArthur chief of the clan from which the clan never recovered. From thereafter
it was the name of Campbell rather than MacArthur that flourished in the region.

Heraldry
Motto: Fide Et Opera, Faith and Work.
Battle Cry: Olso O' Elso, Listen O'listen.
Arms: Azure, a maltese cross Argent, between three antique crowns.
Crest: Two laurel branches in orle proper.
Badge: Two laurel branches in orle, proper.
Plant: Fir club moss, wild myrtle.

History of the MacArthur Surname
he MacArthur’s are Celts, and the family of Arthur is one of the oldest clans in Argyll, so
ancient that even in remote Celtic times there was a Gaelic couplet which is freely
translated, ‘the hills and streams and Mac-alpine but whence came forth MacArthur?’
The MacArthur’s supported Robert the Bruce in the struggle for the independence of
Scotland, and their leader, Mac ic Artair, was rewarded with lands in mid Argyll, which
had belonged to those who had opposed the king. Over the years many descendants of Arthur dispersed,
some settling in Skye where one family of MacArthur’s set up a famous piping school and were for several
generations hereditary pipers to the MacDonald’s of Sleat. The most celebrated of this family was Charles,
who received his piping instruction from Patrick Og Maccrimmon. Another branch of the family became
armourers to the MacDonald’s of Islay. Two families of MacArthurs came to the fore in the late 1400s
around Loch Awe. There has been a good deal of confusion between the MacArthur’s of Loch Awe and the
MacArthur Campbells of Strachur on Loch Fyne. The names of some MacArthurs holding prominent
positions appear in the fifteenth century in mid Argyll, and by the latter half of the sixteenth century they
had gained so much land and power that their neighbours became jealous and Duncan MacArthur and his
son were drowned in Loch Awe during a skirmish in 1567.

The Earl of Argyll ordered compensation to be made and appointed a nephew, John, son of Finlay, to be
leader of the Loch Awe MacArthurs. The direct male line appears to have become extinct in the years
around 1780. The MacArthur’s of Milton, at Dunoon, had by the middle of the 1680s produce a baillie in
Kintyre and a chamberlain to the Marquess of Montrose in Cowal. The MacArthurs also sought their fortune
abroad, and Colonel John MacArthur became military deputy governor of St. Kitts in the Caribbean. A
large number of the clan, many of whom fought on both sides in the Jacobite risings, left Scotland,
particularly after the disaster of Culloden in 1746, eventually to settle in the West Indies, America and
Canada. A MacArthur migrant from Strathclyde landed in America in 1840. His son, Arthur, fought in the
civil war and was promoted to lieutenant general in the US army, while his son, Douglas, became even
more well known as the commander of the Pacific Theatre in the Second World War. In September 2002
James MacArthur of Milton was matriculated at the Lyon Court as MacArthur of that Ilk.

Name Variations: Arthur, MacArthur, McArthur, McArthure, MacArther, MacArtur, Carter, MacCarter,
McCarter, McCartor, Makcairter, McKairtour, MacArtor, McArtor, MacArter, McArter, MacArtair, McArtair,
McArtan, McArta, Maccart, Makarta, Magarta, Mcharter, Makkarthyre, Makarturicht, McCarthair, Makart.

The Distinguished
Clan Badge of MacArthur

The Distinguished
MacArthur Coat of Arms

